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Abstract
Selected issues of component importance analysis for complex technical systems have been presented in this
paper. A generic example of a complex technical system and selected statistics of operating losses have been
described. A description and diagrams of both qualitative and quantitative importance analysis have also been
included. The most significant problems facing complex technical system modelling have been pointed out.
A multi-criteria system component importance analysis and the basic criteria for a system component quality
evaluation have also been introduced. Some factors influencing the importance of the technical system’s components have also been described. Finally, the necessity of further developing importance analysis methods for
machinery operation has been highlighted.

Introduction
The main goal of this paper was to demonstrate the
present state-of-the-art and also new developments in
terms of applying the multi-criteria analysis of component importance to evaluate the operation of complex technical systems (CTS) under risk and uncertainty. The system’s operating characteristics have
been introduced and the system’s interactions with
the environment have been described. The proposed
methods will enable the selection of important criteria
that will be made at the very beginning of the system
analysis (Chybowski & Gawdzińska, 2016a; 2016b).
A chain, which is only as reliable as its weakest
link, is the symbol of reliability and safety for a technical system consisting of many elements/subsystems. This model, however, is seldom true for today’s
machinery where elements that compose a whole
are not connected in series, but make up a complex
multifunctional structure (Andrews, 2008; Sun et al.,
2008; Żurek, Zieja & Smalko, 2012). Moreover, it
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is all too often the case that the “weak links”, that
different evaluation criteria reveal, are not always
the most important element in regard to sustaining
the proper quality of the operational process. Good
reliability of technical systems is certainly a precondition for their safe and effective exploitation (Espiritu, Coit & Prakash, 2007; Bajkowski & Zalewski,
2014; Goerlandt & Montewka, 2016).
There is often a need to increase the reliability
of a system, which can be achieved by modifying
the system structure, or improving the reliability
of selected components (Grzebieniak & Chybowski, 2006b; Reliasoft, 2007; Chybowski, 2009;
Derlukiewicz, Ptak & Koziołek, 2016). Reliability theory concentrates on intact system operation,
and allows for the estimation of measured values
that describe the absence of susceptibility to damage, availability, and exploitation safety (Woropay,
1983; Żółkiewski, 2011; Kuo & Zhu, 1012). With
regard to a system, basic dependability measures are
important information for intact system operation.
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However, these measures only give very general
information about the vulnerability of system components and, except for a series reliability structure,
are unable to describe the impact of a component on
the whole system. A component’s impact on the system (i.e. the system’s tolerance for component failure) is connected with both the component’s dependability characteristics and with the system’s structure
of where a particular component is located during
a given operational state (Chybowski & Gawdzińska, 2016b; Gawdzińska et al., 2016).
For example, in waterborne transport, applying
modern technical solutions to improve exploitation safety (e.g. by introducing so called unmanned
engine rooms) has resulted in increased construction
complexity of a power plant, but has also resulted
in its greater reliability and durability. Additionally, progress in materials science and engineering
(Gawdzińska, Chybowski & Przetakiewicz, 2015;
Gawdzińska et al., 2016) has given rise to new methods for technical diagnostics, and improved maintenance procedures have greatly contributed to greater ship reliability and durability and have reduced
idle time in a ship’s operation (mean time to repair).
This, in turn, has extended the mean time between
failures and decreased the overall costs of spare parts
during a ship’s operation.

Criteria relevance refers to the selection of importance criteria and determining their weight coefficients
in order to calculate a given importance measure. This
approach is useful in the first stage of importance evaluation for a system’s components (Karanta, 2011).
Considering the process quality factor, the characteristics connected with criteria relevance (from (Kolman, 1994)) have been pointed out in Table 1.
Reliability importance analysis is aimed at determining which system component is the most important for the system’s operation, considering an optimal value of a given reliability measure (e.g. which
component most affects the system availability,
expected time-to-failure, or which component will
most likely bring about the system breakdown).
If Φ(f) is a numerical function of the system state
which represents a given number for every function
f of function space, then checking if the value of Φ(f)
is within the arranged interval [a,b] of the allowed
variables is considered an importance evaluation criterion (Woropay, 1983):
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No.

Name

The criterion informs on:

1

Safety

Protection of or threat to life or health

2

Benefit

Gained benefits or achieved effects

3

Cost

Incurred costs

4

Reliability

Reliability, susceptibility to breakdown, or absence of operation efficiency

5

Novelty

Novelty, fashion, or time factors

6

Effectiveness Proper task fulfilment

7

Exactness

Purpose and compatibility of application

8

Usability

Durability, running hours, and operation time

9

Faultiness

Flaws, faults, and fidelity

10

Appearance

Shape harmony, colour, aesthetic
impressions

The term importance is closely connected with sensitivity and sometimes they are used
interchangeably in the professional literature. In
(Karanta, 2011), sensitivity is defined as a partial
derivative of the reliability function R with respect
to the reliability ri of the i-th system component.
This definition is called Birnbaum’s reliability
importance measure:

Pi D 

Importance criteria

a ≤ Φ(f) ≤ b

Table 1. A set of universal importance criteria (Kolman,
1994)

(1)

R
ri

(2)

According to this relation, a component’s importance is dependent on two basic factors:
• the system components’ reliability characteristics;
• the system reliability structure.
In the presented approach, the more important
the component is, the less susceptible it is to damage, and the more its location in the reliability structure resembles an independent component in the
series reliability structure. This thesis has not been
confirmed because, as stated at the beginning, in
order to comprehensively evaluate the components’
importance it is necessary to determine the consequences of their failure. For instance, the crankshaft
of a combustion engine has very good reliability, but
when it fails the engine is put out of use for a reasonably long time, which qualifies this component as
very important. Hence, a CTS components’ importance depends on (Chybowski, 2012; Chybowski,
2014):
• the reliability characteristics of system
components;
• the system’s reliability structure;
• the results of system components’ failure.
Scientific Journals of the Maritime University of Szczecin 52 (124)
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Sensitivity analysis

I (W , , t ) 

The system sensitivity analysis (failure tolerance
of the system), including component importance
analysis in the structure of complex technical systems, is interdisciplinary and is part of fundamental
research, more precisely – system theory. It is also
tackled by reliability theory, safety theory, exploitation theory, and economics (Chybowski, 2004; Rausand & Høyland, 2004; Zanoli, Astolfi & Marczyk,
2012).
Component importance analysis is strictly connected to system sensitivity evaluation consisting of
(Ziemba, Jarominek & Staniszewski, 1980):
• separating the parameters (factors) for which
a small change of the value results in a big change
of the value for external characteristics;
• studying the influence of sensitive parameters on the system effectiveness, by verifying
the influence of these parameters on the system
characteristics;
• forced modification of harmful sensitivity influence and exposing useful sensitivity by changing
the system structure.
A general index of system quality I, described
by elements of set W in time T can be expressed by
(Ziemba, Jarominek & Staniszewski, 1980):
T

I (W , T )   1 (W , )[f1 (W , , t )]1 d t 
0

T

   2 (W , )[f 2 (W , , t )] 2 d t  ... 
0

T

   m (W , )[f m (W , , t )] m d t

(3)

0

where:
t – short time, understood as an independent variable of the system’s operation dynamics;
θ – long time, understood as an independent variable of the system’s development process.
Note that:
f1 (W , , t )  f 01 (W , , t )  f1 (W , , t ),
...........................................................
f m (W , , t )  f 0 m (W , , t )  f m (W , , t ),

There are many kinds of sensitivity, including parameter, structural, structural and parameter,
exploitation, and dynamic sensitivity. Structural and
parameter sensitivity describes the influence of the
size and quantity of components on system characteristics. The index (1) can be written as:
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i  n1T

  1 (W , t )[fi (W , , t )]
i 1 0

i  n2 T

  1 (W , t )[fi (W , , t )]

i

dt 

i

dt

i 1 0



i  n3 T

  1 (W , t )[fi (W , , t )]
i 1 0

i

dt 

(4)

The particular summands of the formula (3)
successively describe the quality of system components, the relations of quality between components,
and the sum of the integrals expressing the quality
of the components and the relations between them.
The present state-of-the-art of component importance analysis for complex technical systems has
been shown in the following sections. Additionally,
the necessity of further development of importance
analysis methods for machinery operation has been
presented.
Problems in importance analysis
The system reliability structure depends on (Chybowski, 2014):
• the system composition level assumed for the
analysis and the method of its division into elements;
• the functional relations between system
components;
• the criteria taken to assume that a given component or system technical condition is in a down
state;
• the function performed by the system.
Every reliability structure could be represented
by means of sets of characteristic system components, referred to as minimal cut-sets (system failure oriented analysis) or minimal path-sets (system
intact oriented analysis). Some structures are not
useful for the CTS analysis, because of the existence
of the so-called passive components (i.e. the ones
that do not affect the reliability system state). The
structures containing passive components might be
reduced because, for the description of the system
components state and the whole system state, the
function of the argument number that is lesser than
the total number of components is sufficient (Woropay, 1983).
Among the reduction-resistant structures, we
can indicate the ones where component restoration
might cause system failure or system restoration.
Such structures, known as “incoherent” in the published literature (Gomes & Awruch, 2002; Grzebieniak & Chybowski, 2005; 2006a; Chybowski, 2014),
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hardly ever exist and are not applied to a prevailing
number of technical objects. For that reason, in the
following work only coherent structures have been
considered.
CTSs, such as a marine power plant, are difficult
to describe because:
• they are renewable or partly renewable;
• their functional and reliability structure is
time-dependent;
• they are complex, have a hierarchical structure,
and have multilevel feedback;
• their failures are partly or totally dependent on
each other;
• their response to a determined range and character
of inputs and disturbances is known;
• they have many kinds of reservation (redundancy
relations are unknown and form overlapping sets);
• their reliability structure is often completely or
mostly unknown, despite the existence of known
and selected basic functional components.
System importance measures have been introduced to describe the influence that the change of the
system component reliability state has on the whole
system reliability state (Espiritu, Coit & Prakash,
2007; Kuo & Zhu, 2012). During the analysis of
the technical system reliability, an analyst usually
concentrates on identifying the most sensitive components whose reliability must be improved to optimally increase the reliability of the whole system
(component importance measures). The measures
may be determined depending on:
• the system structure (Figure 1a) – qualitative
measures (e.g. minimal cut set order, Birnbaum’s
structural importance measure);
• the system structure and system components reliability characteristics (Figure 1b) – quantitative
measures (e.g. Birnbaum, Bergman, Lambert,
Natvig, Barlow-Proshan or Vessely-Fussell reliability measures etc.).
As depicted in the presented chart of the technical system analysis (Figure 1), the reliability structure and reliability models of the components of the
system (which together form the reliability model
of the system) are acquired through the process of
identification and system modelling. The next step
is the selection of quantitative importance measures
and their application to the system model, as well as
qualitative importance measures and their application to the system structure model. Information on
the reliability features of the components and the
consequences of the damage is acquired through
a reliability database search and experts’ knowledge.
As a result of the analysis, estimates of selected
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importance measures as well as a ranking of system
component importance for each importance measure
can be determined. Based on the acquired results,
conclusions are then drawn on the construction of
the analysed technical system and the effectiveness
of the system operating procedures.
Analogically, the minimal cut-set importance is
considered (local importance measures). It relates to
searching for the so called “weak links” in the system (i.e. the most unreliable components and components groups), which is called importance analysis.
Importance measures express the reliability criterion
as fundamental, so they do not directly express failure consequences for exploitation safety and maintenance costs (searching for “weak links” (Woropay,
1983; Borgonovo & Apostoloakis, 2001; Borgonovo
et al., 2003). The authors’ scientific interests have
been concentrated on component importance analysis and simultaneous evaluation of failure consequence for selected criteria.
Although reliability theory goes back a hundred
years, the concept of reliability (in terms of its quality) has accompanied human civilization for a very
long time. It has resulted from the fact that it is very
important to determine if the activities undertaken
were successful or not (Chybowski, 2014). In this
sense, reliable operation of CTS, such as a marine
power plant and its subsystems, is a priority. Modern ships must meet the growing demands of the
goods market. Meeting the demands more efficiently
means that larger quantities of goods can be transported over longer distances in shorter periods of
time, with the possibility of shorter ship loading and
unloading periods. Simultaneously, the necessity to
minimize ship maintenance costs has resulted in the
reduction of ship’s crews which has in turn brought
about the necessity to implement additional automated systems, ensuring the continuity and safety of
the ship exploitation process.
Due to the limited applicability of reliability
importance measures and the earlier specified characteristics of complex technical systems, it has been
necessary to develop methods to single out a set of
important components in the system for selected
importance criteria.
One of the methods of acquiring knowledge
about the system is the utilization of expert methods,
including the application of subjective probability.
Publications, which have taken an interest in the
importance evaluation as a subject of research, used
simple theoretical systems containing independent
events and introduced elementary interactions with
the environment.
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Figure 1. Process of the component importance, and component group, evaluation in the system reliability structure (Chybowski, 2014): a) qualitative analysis, b) quantitative analysis

The results of the initial tests shown in the work
(Chybowski & Gawdzińska, 2016a) have demonstrated the lack of a sufficiently accurate importance
evaluation of components and groups of components in CTS reliability structure, with exclusive use
of either a quantitative or qualitative method. This
research was initiated with the purpose of developing applied methods, which would allow a far more
effective analysis of CTS component importance
than the methods that have been applied so far (Chybowski & Gawdzińska, 2016b). Without the information about the durability of the components and
the consequences of the damage, it is possible to
acquire the missing data on the system exploitation
by surveying experts (Figure 2).
In the proposed scheme, the experts’ knowledge
serves to determine the relative importance of the
importance evaluation criteria as well as to determine the importance of the system components
for the assigned criteria (Belton & Gear, 1983;
Belton, 1986; Satty, 1990; 1994; Belton & Goodwin, 1996). The analyst’s task in the process is to
indicate the criteria of the analysis and to draw
Zeszyty Naukowe Akademii Morskiej w Szczecinie 52 (124)

Complex Technical System
(CTS)
Researcher
System structure / model

Selection of criteria

Components

Criteria
Experts
Importance of criteria

Experts
Component importance
for selected criteria

Experts
Agregated (multi-criteria)
components importance

Figure 2. Multiple-criteria of the component importance
evaluation process with incomplete information about the
system (Chybowski, 2014)
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final conclusions from the component importance
evaluation.
Conclusions
The methods presented here can be used in the
process of designing new systems, as well as modifying operating procedures for existing systems (technical condition assessment of the system as well as
developing maintenance procedures to increase reliability). The subject of the system component importance analysis has many aspects and the authors
believe that it is necessary to continue research in this
field. Further efforts should provide for the development of new, more accurate and more effective evaluation of the effects of the seamless functioning of system components on the broadly defined environment
(Ogryczak, 2004; Peng et al., 2011).
It has been assumed that the fundamental character of the issues elucidated in this publication allows
for extrapolation of the presented methods to other branches of industry. In terms of CTS (including
marine propulsion systems), the developed measures
and methods generate utilitarian results by:
• supporting CTS management staff in evaluating
the new implemented equipment review schedules
as well developing new, more efficient schedules;
• supporting CTS operators with diagrams, charts,
priority checklists, and exploitation procedures
that were created based on the evaluation results
of the component importance in the system reliability structure.
The research that has been conducted has facilitated data acquisition for component damage of the
analysed systems, as well as reliability estimation,
and engine system preparedness. Rankings have
also been created through various methods and for
different system importance criteria. The analyses
were conducted with the use of specialist software
(Synthesis 9 by ReliaSoft: Reliability Workshop
10 and IsoLib by Isograph; CARA Fault Tree 4.1.
Academic Version by Sydvest Software), owned by
the Institute of Marine Propulsion Plants Operation,
Department of Mechanics at the Maritime University of Szczecin. Moreover, special software programs
were used; “Ważność” (importance) and AHP, which
were specifically designed for the needs of this project. Comparative analyses carried out during the
research were conducted with the use of an MS Excel
spreadsheet file. The collected material allowed for
the creation of a special system that supported decision-making in CTS exploitation; however, a more
detailed analysis is needed, which would use a larger
142

number of criteria, including the criteria of reliability, safety, cost-effectiveness, energy efficiency, and
maintainability (availability of spare parts and servicing staff).
The focus of this work was extremely wide and
has left sufficient room for further research. The
methodology developed and presented in (Chybowski, 2014) should be further enriched by the application of different methods identified through the decision-making theory (Dyer, 1990; Downowicz et al.,
2000; Cebeci & Ruan, 2007; Dehghanian et al., 2012;
Chang & Wang, 2016). The analysis can also be further extended by the application of a larger number of
importance criteria. The methods of multiple-criteria
importance analysis constitute a helpful tool in processing a large amount of operation data produced by
modern CTSs, which are increasingly automated and
better equipped with sensors. It can also prove useful
to apply modern technological achievements of engineering and systems theories, like the theory of complexity, hybrid optimization methods (Rosenberg &
Twardochleb, 2010; Pietruszkiewicz, Twardochleb
& Roszkowski, 2011), and modern machine diagnostics systems (Krile & Kos, 2001; Żółkiewski, 2010;
Zalewski & Szmidt, 2014; Ptak & Konarzewski,
2015; Wiśniewski & Dyrda, 2016).
The direction of the research in this field should
therefore now turn to the use of the previously
described methods for a multiple-criteria CTS component importance evaluation in the reliability structure of these systems, as well inclusion of a human
factor as an element of the Complex Technical
Systems.
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